1. Go to **Settings**. Choose **Wi-Fi**. If your Wi-Fi is turned off turn it on. From the list of available networks select **UofT**.

2. Type your UTORid and password in the appropriate fields. Tap **Join**.

3. In the Certificate screen, tap **Accept**.

4. You should now be connected to the Internet.

If your UTORid was activated before September 2011, you will need to ‘verify’ the account by visiting the following page, [https://www.utorid.utoronto.ca/cgi-bin/utorid/verify.pl](https://www.utorid.utoronto.ca/cgi-bin/utorid/verify.pl) and fill in your UTORid and password. You can proceed with the setup when you receive the message “Your UTORid and password have been checked and should work”.
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